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A fond hello to all,
Firstly, many apologies for the delay in the Park
Dental update newsletter; it’s been a wild few years
with developing the practice and constantly improving our
services to ensure you are being well looked after.

We have some very
important news for you all
and it is wonderful yet a true
loss for Park Dental. The
lovely Orla Tiernan is retiring
as of the end of December
2017. Her and hubby wish to
travel much more to see and
explore the world.
Orla has written a few
words for you

Orla Tiernan
“After 38 years as
a Dental Hygienist
the time has arrived
for me to retire. I
have been so lucky
to spend 32 years
working here at Park
Dental initially with
Malcolm Rodker and recently with Farid,
Angelos and all the team. The decision,
while exciting, is also tinged with a little
sadness.
What made Park Dental so special were
all the lovely patients I have treated
over the years. You have all become my
extended family. I will miss you all greatly
and you will always be in my heart. I
know you will be well cared for by Farid,
Angelos and all the team at Park Dental
in my absence.
The exciting part is having more free time
to travel and pursue my hobbies at a
more leisurely pace.
I will never forget my time at Park Dental.
Thank you Park Dental.”

We shall be holding
an open evening for
Orla on Wednesday
6th December 2017
from 4pm-7pm in order
for patients to come
in for cheeky snacks,
meet the staff and take
the opportunity to say
goodbye. We very
much look forward to
seeing you.

A note from
Farid
“While I am very
happy for Orla to
retire and enjoy life
further, it is a true
loss to the practice
as a whole. I would
like to take this opportunity, and am
sure you will join me, to sincerely thank
Orla for all of her services, care, loyalty
and support that she has given to Park
Dental, not only during my time since
2009 but indeed throughout her career
for the past 32 years here. Her length of
career speaks for itself which is a true
gift to all parties. I personally wish her all
the best for the future and a very happy,
exciting, adventurous and yet relaxing,
healthy and enjoyable retirement.
Noelle Smith will shortly be joining Park
Dental to join our existing hygienists/
therapists, Jessica Parnell and Justine
Ping. They are all caring, gentle and
highly qualified clinicians and I am
confident that you will continue to
experience excellent treatment from all of
them. I would like to finish by wishing a
very happy retirement to Orla, a welcome
to Noelle and hope to receive your full
support in this transition at Park Dental.”

A note from
Angelos

New additions and ideas the way forward.

“There are times
that a loss of a
member of staff is
not a typical one
that you just want
to replace as soon
as possible with an equivalent candidate
but someone who you do not wish to be
replaced and you only hope that people
will have them in their mind as a unique
one; this is Orla.

Farid and Angelos frequently attend
highly recognised courses, for example
in CBCT training, dental implants,
Orthodontics, and well-renowned dental
symposiums. The rest of our team are
also continually keeping up to date
with their dental education and training
in subjects such as Safeguarding,
Equality and Diversity, Legal and Ethical
- to name a few. We have our Denplan
training day coming up to keep us all in
the knowledge and fully trained for your
continued care and safety.

It is time to say goodbye to her, not
because she is leaving us but because
it is the time to retire and enjoy all her
efforts in life and work. Orla can be
called “the heart of Park Dental” as she
has continuously worked in our practice
for 32 years and she has seen all the
major transitions in terms of practice
owners, patients’ treatment, way of work
and quality service improvement.

We have invested in a new dental
microscope which has already
helped to achieve some brilliant
results within dentistry and mainly in
the endodontic field.

We are so proud and pleased that she
was a loyal member of our team that we
can only wish her a fruitful retirement
and to spend her time out of work as
nicely as she was treating our patients
and as gently as she was approaching
every single one of us whenever she
was trying to explain her thoughts,
suggestions, ambitions in order to
improve everything we do for our
patients and for the local community.

Monday - Thursday 8:00am-12:00pm, 13:00pm-17:00pm
Friday 8:00-12pm
Other appointments available on request.
Emergency out of hours/on call service available.
Call 01202 674822 for arrangements.

Our ‘refer a friend cards’ are still going
strong so please don’t forget to hand
them out to your friends; there is a £15
John Lewis voucher in it for you and
50% off their first visit. What have you
got to lose? Please pick up one when
you are next in reception.
In addition, our ‘Free Smile Consultation’
is still very popular, so please do not
hesitate to contact us for a free 15
minute consultation to help us improve
your smile.

Thank you to all of our brilliant
patients for your continued
loyalty to Park Dental and we
hope to continue to provide
the service you deserve; we
welcome all feedback. Thank
you Orla for all of your hard
work and loyalty, we shall miss
you dearly. Best wishes on your
travels and keep safe.

We wish her the very best from the
bottom of our heart and we need to
say a big thank you for everything she
has offered to us as people, clinicians
as well as a team and family at Park
Dental.”

Opening hours

We also have facebook and Twitter
social media sites for the practice
to keep in touch with you further as
communication and connections are
24/7 nowadays. Come and say hi and
give us a like, or 100 likes. We are now
able to keep you frequently informed with
practice endeavours, updates and even
competitions.

All our love.

Parking
As many of you are aware, Park Dental
shall reimburse your parking fee if you
are unable to park in the forecourt, so
please do not forget to inform us.
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